ARUBA

WATERLILY, RAFFIA WEAVE AND LINEN ON NON-WOVEN BACKING & NON-WOVEN TEXTILE
WALLCOVERING
This new Omexco collection takes you to the exotic
isle of Aruba, located in the Carribean sea. Suddenly
your interior will bathe you in peace and well-being,
a shelter from chaos, a moment to catch your breath.
It has become so rare nowadays to allow ourselves a
chance to escape, even if just briefly...
Aruba evokes this precious planet, reminds us of its
ephemeral dimension, and tells us to remember its
territories and colours: the purity of its water, the light,
the palm trees, the warmth of the sand...
Enter the universe of endless shades of blue: ocean,
slate, teal, blueberry; shades of green: malachite,
verdigris, water green; opal and pearl grey; orpiment
yellow; lime, chalk and kaolin white; powder and sepia
beige...
The textures are impregnated by our unique and
harmonious universe... Weaves of authentic natural
materials, linen yarns and ecological non-woven
wallcoverings reflect the poetry of nature acting on all
elements, eroded by sand, mattified by the wind, like the
design on a stone, reflecting the horizontal lines of the
landscape in the sand... A variety of different qualities
and compositions, which can be perfectly combined.
Aruba recognizes craftsmen who respect and privilege
natural materials (weaves of waterlily and raffia) and
oblige us to remember ancestral know-how.
Evasion within reach... an excuse to indulge in
contemplation...
Every single order is prepared individually, length on
request (width of the different products: waterlily 110
cm, raffia 110 cm, linen 91 cm, non-woven 1 m).
An ecological certificate is available for all items, and
installation is easy thanks to a stable non-woven backing.
The linen yarns and the non-woven wallcoverings
have a european B s1-d0 fire rating. The non-woven
wallcoverings have a marine certificate and can be
used on cruise ships. They are “breathable” as well,
and therefore suitable for installation in humid climates
or environments.
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